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3. Equal dividend to every 
adult in the world

2. Globally collected 
and distributed

1. Uniform global carbon tax 
levied on extraction of fossil 
fuels

Fair—no cheating, Effective—all fossil carbon, Simple—low administration
Predictable—gradually rising tax, Equal—socially sensitive
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Previous efforts based on COP1-25 have failed.

The current approach must be radically changed on COP26!



Uniform Global Carbon Tax & 100% Dividend 
meets perfectly COP26 goals!

Secure global net zero by mid-century and keep  
1.5 degrees within reach

 ʵ ETS, national carbon taxes and subsidies are inefficient mechanisms. They cover only a small part of 
carbon emissions (about 20%). Their intensification will lead to escalation of administration, disrup-
tion of the global market and enormous costs. 

 ʵ Limit national activities and start acting globally!

 ʵ We need clear and simple rules that charge for all global CO2 emissions and do not allow cheating.

 ʵ Uniform carbon tax must be levied on extraction of all global fossil fuels in proportion to their carbon 
content. Not on products! 

 ʵ It is easier to keep an eye on hundreds of mining companies in the world than to argue about never 
ending calculating the carbon footprint of each product. No need for CBAM: Carbon Border Adjust-
ment Mechanism!

 ʵ The paid uniform global carbon tax is added to the price of fossil fuels. Then the tax is automatically 
projected in prices of all products and services exactly according to their carbon footprint without any 
administration. This affects all human activities in favour of reducing global CO2 emissions.

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, CHEAP, RELIABLE  

Mobilise finance

 ʵ Promises are not kept, the Green Climate Fund is still not filled.

 ʵ The fund can be filled by a small part of the tax collected from mining companies around the world.

 ʵ Distribution of collected carbon tax as an equal dividend to all adults in the world causes a natural 
flow of money from citizens with high carbon footprint of developed countries to citizens with low 
carbon footprint of developing countries.

 ʵ All low-carbon behaviour, measures, inventions and technologies spontaneously push through on 
their own, even without subsidies.

 ʵ Instead of politicians, the fair market decides how best to protect the climate.

 ʵ The pre-announced scenario of an initially low carbon tax with relevant progression over time meets 
the Paris Agreement. Everyone will have enough time to adapt without any shocks. 

GRADUAL, PREDICTABLE, EQUAL, SOCIALLY SENSITIVE

Work together

 ʵ To achieve global climate justice, all countries need to agree to the tax.

 ʵ Let the UN sets up a forum for discussing Uniform Global Carbon Tax and 100% Dividend!

DON‘T TAX CARBON LOCALLY, TAX THE CARBON GLOBALLY! 

Read more: globalcarbontax.eu


